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	Labour vows to fund pledges by tackling tax dodgers
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	Spectacular images of eclipse that transfixed North America
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	Live. Alan Bates to give evidence at Post Office inquiry
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	Romance fraud victim speaks out after losing £50k
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	When is Eid al-Fitr and how do Muslims celebrate it?
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	Wragg quits Commons job over Westminster honeytrap
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UK Politics
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	Record hot March sparks 'uncharted territory' fear
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Science & Environment
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	Everton issue 'makes mockery of Premier League'
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Everton
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	Race Across the World is back: 'Mum knows how to simplify things'
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Sport headlines


Keep up with the latest from BBC Sport


	Live. Football latest and Champions League build-up
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Football
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	Coach, confidant, walking database - the life of a caddie
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Golf
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	Can Bayern's Kane haunt Arsenal again?
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European Football
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	How to follow the Masters on the BBC
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Golf
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	Al-Ittihad set to offer £70m for Salah - Tuesday's gossip
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Gossip
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Around the UK


The top stories from England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland


	Murder suspect was bailed on threats to kill charge
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England
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	Celtic sex abuse cases could settle for millions
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Glasgow & West Scotland
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	Fears opencast mine could become dangerous lake
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Wales
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	Firefighters took engine to Portadown pub, inquiry told
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Northern Ireland
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	Find your regional news
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News
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Entertainment and TV


Latest news and must-see moments


	Marvel star Majors avoids jail and gets probation
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Entertainment & Arts
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	The Repair Shop experts reveal their most challenging fixes
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Media Centre
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	What did the critics make of Curb Your Enthusiasm's finale?
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Entertainment & Arts
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	'There's no Gavin and Stacey without Fat Friends'
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Wales
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	Fans hail 'best WrestleMania' as WWE icons return

	Attribution
Newsbeat
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	Amy Winehouse film: 'Paparazzi are the villains' not Blake
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Entertainment & Arts
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	Race Across the World returns: 'Naturally our motto is, 'It'll be reet''
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BBC One
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	Anger after beauty spot reservoir drained of water
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Wales
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	Meat vending machine plans submitted to council
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Wales
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	Manchester's new 'tourist tax' raises £2.8m
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Manchester
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	'Instagrammable' bridge to go ahead despite cost
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Wales
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Food and recipes


Meal ideas, cooking tips and more, updated daily to keep you inspired


	Celebrate Eid in good company with these crowd-pleasing dishes
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BBC Food
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	Healthy, easy dinners - a winning combo!
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BBC Food
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	One key ingredient, three delicious dishes. Video, 00:06:08One key ingredient, three delicious dishes
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BBC One
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	Can you grow out of a food allergy?
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BBC Food
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	Where are they now? Catching up with previous MasterChef winners
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BBC One
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3 things we love today




	'Carrot harvest helped me detect ancient coin hoard'
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Edinburgh, Fife & East Scotland
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	'I was so excited!': Three tiny lion cubs born in the UK. Video, 5 minutes'I was so excited!': Three tiny lion cubs born in the UK
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BBC News
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	Brainteaser of the week: Can you find the missing number?
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BBC Bitesize
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BBC iPlayer trailers: New and coming soon




	Ready to rock through time with the Doctor and Ruby? VideoReady to rock through time with the Doctor and Ruby?
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	'I would make such a good Traitor!' Video'I would make such a good Traitor!'
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Things We Love
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	What's next for these young officers in Belfast? VideoWhat's next for these young officers in Belfast?
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	Jonathan is back and he’s reinvented himself. VideoJonathan is back and he’s reinvented himself
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	How much is the state pension worth now?
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Business
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	How stealth tax hits Scotland middle earners with high bills
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Scotland
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	What are Shared Appreciation Mortgages? Matt Allwright explains. Video, 00:06:46What are Shared Appreciation Mortgages? Matt Allwright explains
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	UK house prices fall for first time in six months
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Business
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	Why is HIIT such an effective way to get fit?
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BBC Radio 4
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	The budget ingredient doctors would 'probably prescribe'
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BBC Food
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	How to make exercise feel easier. Video, 00:06:15How to make exercise feel easier
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BBC Ideas
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Discover more to watch and listen to


Short on time? Click through to add or bookmark for later


	Binge the first series of this fiery new drama from Peaky Blinders creator. Video, 57 minutesBinge the first series of this fiery new drama from Peaky Blinders creator
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	The Darkest Days: Israel-Gaza six months on. Video, 59 minutesThe Darkest Days: Israel-Gaza six months on
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	The Road to Waterloo: Celebrate 50 years since Abba won Eurovision. Audio, 28 minutesThe Road to Waterloo: Celebrate 50 years since Abba won Eurovision
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BBC Radio 2
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	The Thin Blue Line: Rowan Atkinson stars in Ben Elton's classic comedy. VideoThe Thin Blue Line: Rowan Atkinson stars in Ben Elton's classic comedy
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	The real Prince Andrew interview that inspired the Netflix drama. Video, 58 minutesThe real Prince Andrew interview that inspired the Netflix drama
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You might have missed




	Rare blind and hairy mole spotted in Australia
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Australia
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	Hardest Geezer eyes next challenge after Africa run
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Sussex
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	Pool player hits 'one in 10,000' shot twice
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Hull & East Yorkshire
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National Lottery draws
See the latest results, including Lotto, EuroMillions, Set for Life and Thunderball

Check results






Modern slavery statement

	Read more
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BBC around the UK
	Scotland
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